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Jayshree group was started with jayshree oil mill by late shri babulal

ji jain in 1956 during the auspicious occasion of dushehra . we have

been in the food processing industries for more than 50 years. we

are leading manufactures of rice bran oil ...
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About Us

Jayshree group was started with jayshree oil mill by late shri babulal ji jain in 1956 during the

auspicious occasion of dushehra . we have been in the food processing industries for more than 50

years. we are leading manufactures of rice bran oil and non basmati raw/boiled rice. Our vision is to

develop a comprehensive business, reaching domestic as well as international market through

excellence in product and process development. 

JAYSHREE Group was established by the JAIN Brothers in 1965, a time that coincides with the onset

of the First Green Revolution in India. Rice, the staple diet was then destined for revolutionary

changes in terms of increased acreage and production. This was the period when the JAIN Brothers

felt the need to end the green fields to be a part of this revolution, a sincere effort to encounter the

food safety challenges of the 60's. New procedures and practices were adopted without

compromising on the traditional varieties that were harnessed for decades by the 'adivasis' of the

Chhattisgarh region of India.  Today, it has been more than four decades that the group has emerged

as one of the biggest producer of rice , edible oils and flour in the country and has established a

potential goodwill in the field of rice & oil business in India.  The Group has a market presence in All-

Over India and has been supplying Rice , Oil and flour to corporate like Wal-Mart, Metro, Reliance

Fresh, Aditya...
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Manufacturer



CONTACT US

Jayshree Grain Processing Pvt. Ltd.
Contact Person: Siddhant Jain

House No 80 
Durg - 491001, Chhattisgarh, India
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